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Encirclement of Moving Targets using Noisy Range and Bearing
Measurements
Puneet Jain∗ , Cameron K. Peterson† , and Randal W. Beard‡
Brigham Young University, Provo, UT, 84602

This paper presents theoretically justified controllers that use relative range and bearing
measurements to steer a team of autonomous vehicles, operating without inertial position information, to circular trajectories around a constant-acceleration, constant-velocity, or stationary
target. An extended Kalman filter is used to improve the noisy relative measurements and estimate the velocity of the moving target. These estimated values are used in the control laws to
encircle constant-velocity moving targets. Lyapunov techniques are utilized to show that the
vehicle will converge to the desired circular formations. Additionally, cooperating vehicles are
shown to converge to a circular formation with equal temporal spacing using each vehicle’s
estimate of the target’s velocity to define a common reference frame. Numerical simulations
validate the efficacy of these control laws.

I. Introduction
Many commercial, military, and scientific applications require tracking and surveillance of moving objects (e.g.
wildlife, people, or ground vehicles) to accomplish their objectives [1–6]. To be effective tracking and surveillance
algorithms must work in real-world scenarios, such as when measurements are imperfect or inertial position information
is unavailable, for example GPS-denied/degraded environments. The purpose of this paper is to design control algorithms
that maneuver a team of autonomous vehicles to encircle a moving target in GPS-denied environments using noisy
measurements of the target’s range and bearing from the vehicle.
Range and bearing information may be obtained from sensors like radar and LIDAR [7, 8]. However, small vehicles,
such as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) commonly use cameras for target identification and tracking [9], since they are
cost-effective, lightweight, and consume little energy. By integrating IMU measurements with a camera, it is possible
to obtain the bearing and an estimated range to the target. This requires a depth estimate that may be obtained from
monocular cameras [10–13], stereo cameras [14], radars with cameras [15], or a camera and laser range finder [16–18].
In this paper, we assume that each autonomous vehicle measures the range and bearing to the target with an accuracy
commensurate with those obtained from a depth filter using a monocular camera and IMU.
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The encirclement of both stationary and moving targets by autonomous vehicles has been explored extensively in past
literature. Frew et al. [19] uses Lyapunov guidance vector fields to steer vehicles to a circular trajectory around stationary
and constant-velocity targets using knowledge of the vehicle’s position in a local inertial frame. Zhang et al. [20] also
proposes an encirclement approach for moving targets utilizing sliding mode control.
When inertial position information is unavailable the control strategy to encircle a target is more challenging.
In [21], target tracking was presented using bearing-only measurements. Their method stabilizes circular formations for
stationary targets and provides an error bound close to zero for mildly perturbed targets. In [22–24] range and range-rate
based controllers are derived for encircling stationary targets. All these works assume that the autonomous vehicles are
able to perfectly measure the distances and angles to the target.
A few previous works assume noisy measurements or combine estimation with target encirclement. In [25],
Hashemi et al. discuss additive sensor noise but do not propose an estimator. They show that their controller for
stationary targets can achieve a constant radius circle with the noise. The Lyapunov vector field approach is further
explored by Summers et al. [26] who estimated measurements of range and bearing to stabilize circular motion for
constant velocity targets. Oh et al. [27] also stabilize a circular formation using tangential vector fields with an estimate
of target motion. These works assume that the targets are either stationary or move with constant velocity. When
coordinating multiple vehicles, they assume knowledge of a common local frame.
This paper takes inspiration from [28] and [26] which provide encirclement of targets moving with a constant
velocity, and [29] which provide encirclement of targets moving with constant acceleration using inertial position
information. We extend these prior results to create control algorithms that steer vehicles, who are ignorant of their
inertial positions, to encircle targets moving with constant velocity and/or acceleration using noisy relative measurements.
For targets moving with a constant velocity we provide a coordination algorithm that temporally spaces vehicles around
the formation circle using an estimated common frame aligned by the target’s velocity. Theoretical results proving that
the controllers drive the vehicles to a constant radius circle around the target are provided.
Each vehicle uses knowledge of their change in heading, which is commanded by the controllers, to estimate their
heading in a local frame. We assume that the tracking vehicle’s speed always exceeds that of the target and that each
vehicle travels at a constant, normalized speed. This represents the vehicle’s ideal speed and could be its maximum or
most energy efficient speed.
This work expands the author’s prior conference publication [30], which provided encirclement algorithms of
constant-velocity targets using estimated range and bearing measurements.
The specific contributions of this paper include:
• An asymptotically stable controller that drives autonomous vehicles to encircle a stationary target with userspecified direction of encirclement using only relative range and bearing measurements.
• Two theoretically stable control algorithms to encircle a constantly accelerating target (one with direction control
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and one without) using the vehicle’s change in heading and vehicle-to-target range and bearing measurements.
• An estimator to approximate variables used in the encirclement control algorithms for a target that is stationary or
moving with constant velocity. Estimated values include the vehicle’s local heading, the target’s velocity, and the
relative range and bearing between the vehicle and target.
• A controller to cooperatively encircle targets moving with a constant velocity in a formation with equal temporal
spacing (time-splay) without the vehicles having knowledge of their inertial positions.
This paper proceeds as follows. In Section II, we describe the vehicle and target models. Section III proposes
controllers for an individual vehicle to encircle stationary, constant velocity, and constantly accelerating targets, and
gives proofs of their convergence. Assuming constant-velocity targets we provide multi-agent time-splay and parameter
estimation algorithms in Section IV. In Section V, we present results from numerical simulations for our proposed
controllers and estimator. Conclusions and future work are given in Section VI.

II. Dynamic Models of the Autonomous Vehicles and Target
In this section, the models and assumptions for both the vehicles (Section II.A) and the target (Section II.B) are
described. We use a self-propelled particle model to represent the dynamics of the vehicle, and different models:
stationary, constant velocity, and constant acceleration, for the target.

A. Autonomous Vehicle Model
As is common in related literature [31–34], we represent the vehicle’s motion using a self-propelled particle model
restricted to a two dimensional plane. The particle is able to control its turn-rate and travels at unit speed. This represents
a vehicle travelling with fixed altitude or depth at a constant, set speed. We assume the vehicle is capable of measuring
its own depth or altitude and can therefore project its 3D position into the target’s 2D plane of constant altitude/depth.
The range and bearing measurements to the target are then assumed to be made in a plane containing both the vehicle
and the target.
The dynamics in the complex plane for the k th vehicle at position rk are
rÛk = e jθk = cos(θ k ) + j sin(θ k )

(1)

θÛk = uk ,
where j is the unit imaginary number, rÛk is the normalized velocity, and θ k is the heading of vehicle k in the tracker’s
local frame. The input control uk is used to change the vehicle’s heading. Note the implied one (indicating unit speed)
in front of the exponent of the velocity.
In a multi-vehicle scenario, the local frame of reference for each vehicle is set using the vehicle’s initial heading.
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Additionally, we place a turn-rate constraint on each vehicle by saturating the control with umax as




−umax , uk < −umax






satumax (uk ) = uk , − umax ≤ uk ≤ umax .







 umax , uk > umax


(2)

This mimics the physical limitations inherent in the vehicle’s ability to turn, such as a limit on the bank angle of a UAV.

B. Target Model
(imag)

target

vehicle
(real)

Fig. 1 The relationship between the k th vehicle and the target represented in the vehicle’s local frame. The
target is at bearing αk and range βk from the vehicle located at rk . The current heading of the target at position
pk is ψk and its velocity is vk = vxk + jvyk .
The heading of the target in the k th vehicle’s local frame is ψk . In this frame the target has position pk , which is the
desired center of the circle. Figure 1 shows a target and vehicle in the vehicle’s local frame where Xk is aligned with the
k th vehicle’s initial heading. The range and bearing to the target are βk and αk , respectively. In this frame the target has
a velocity vk = vxk + jvyk .
We use three different variants of the target models for (1) stationary targets, (2) constant velocity targets, and (3)
constant acceleration targets.
The target acceleration is
pÜk = axk + jayk ,
and the target velocity is
pÛk = vxk + jvyk .
In the case of stationary targets, the velocity and acceleration terms are set to zero, that is, axk = ayk = vxk = vyk = 0.
4

Constant velocity targets have static vxk and vyk values with axk = ayk = 0. Accelerating targets have static axk and ayk
terms with the velocities and positions calculated using Euler’s approximation

vk = vk− + ak ∆t
pk = vk− ∆t +

(∆t)2
ak ,
2

where vk− is the initial velocity, and ∆t = t − t0 , with t0 set to the starting time.
q
For this paper, we assume that the speed of the target |vk | = vx2k + vy2k < 1 is always less than the speed of the
pursuing vehicles. This ensures that the vehicles always make forward progress relative to the target.

III. Target Encirclement Controllers
In this Section, we provide provably stable controllers for encirclement of stationary and constantly accelerating
targets. For stationary targets, the controller only uses the relative range and bearing measurements to the target. For
moving targets, the controller uses the relative range and bearing measurements to the target, along with the trackers’s
local heading. For both of these cases, controllers direct the tracking vehicle’s direction of encirclement.
These control algorithms operate on each vehicle individually, therefore, for ease of understanding, the subscript k
for the vehicle index is removed in this section and the control behavior is demonstrated for a single vehicle.
The instantaneous circle center for a tracking vehicle is [29]
c = r + λω0−1 je jθ ,

(3)

where ω0 > 0 is the angular speed of the vehicle and the direction of encirclement is governed by λ = ±1 (λ = −1
indicates a clockwise direction and λ = 1 a counter-clockwise direction). Figure 2 depicts the current center of the
vehicle traveling in a counter-clockwise direction. Since the vehicle has unit speed, ω0−1 is the circle’s radius.
The desired center of the circle is located at the target
p = r + βe j(θ+α),
where the azimuth angle α and range β are
α = tan−1




p y − ry
−θ
p x − rx
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(4)

(imag)

vehicle
(real)

Fig. 2

Instantaneous circle center of a vehicle moving at unit speed with radius ω0−1 .

and
β=

p

(p − r) H (p − r) = ||p − r ||2 .

(5)

The real and imaginary part of the desired circle center (target position) are px and py and the vehicle’s X and Y positions
are rx and ry . The complex conjugate transpose (or Hermitian) is denoted by [·] H , and || · ||2 is the Euclidean 2-norm.
The time derivatives of the bearing and range (Equations (4) and (5)) are
αÛ =

(px − rx )(vy − rÛy ) − (py − ry )(vx − rÛx )
− u,
(px − rx )2 + (py − ry )2

(6)

(px − rx )(vx − rÛx ) + (py − ry )(vy − rÛy )
.
q
(px − rx )2 + (py − ry )2

(7)

and
βÛ =

To encircle targets using relative information we need equations for αÛ and βÛ that are independent of any inertial position
information. To find these, we use the geometric relationships between the target and vehicle measurements, as illustrated
in Figure 1, that are
px − rx = β cos(α + θ)

(8)

py − ry = β sin(α + θ),
and
rÛx = cos(θ)
rÛy = sin(θ).

6

(9)

Substituting Equations (8) and (9) into Equations (6) and (7) yields

αÛ = β−1 (vy cos(α + θ) − vx sin(α + θ) + sin(α)) − u

(10)

and
βÛ = vx cos(α + θ) + vy sin(α + θ) − cos(α).

(11)

These equations for αÛ and βÛ are independent of any global position information.

A. Lyapunov Based Control for Stationary Targets
In this section, we use a Lyapunov-based controller to show global asymptotic convergence of a single vehicle to a
circle of fixed radius around a stationary target using relative sensor measurements.
Theorem 1. Given the vehicle dynamics in Equation (1) and a stationary target, the control law



u(t) = satumax λω0 1 − K β(t) cos α(t)

(12)

with gain K > 0 and umax ≥ ω0 , causes the vehicle to orbit the target with radius ω0−1 and direction determined by the
sign of λ.
Proof. Let the error p̃ = p − c to be the difference between the desired circle center and the instantaneous circle center,
then
p̃ = p − c = βe j(θ+α) − λω0−1 je jθ .

(13)

Taking the derivative with respect to time gives
pÛ̃ = pÛ − cÛ

(14)

Û j(α+θ) + j βe j(α+θ) (αÛ + θ)
Û + λω−1 e jθ θ.
Û
= βe
0
For a stationary target vx = vy = 0, implying that Equations (10) and (11) become
αÛ = β−1 sin α − u
βÛ = − cos α.
Substituting into Equation (14), and using the fact that θÛ = u gives
pÛ̃ = −e jθ (λω0−1 u − 1).
7

(15)

Consider the Lyapunov function candidate V = 21 p̃ H p̃. Differentiating gives

VÛ = real p̃ H pÛ̃
n

o
= real βe−j(θ+α) + λω0−1 je−jθ −e jθ (λω0−1 u − 1)


= β cos α λω0−1 u − 1 .
When −umax ≤ λω0 (1 + K β cos α) ≤ umax , then u is not saturated and direct substitution gives VÛ = −K β2 cos2 α ≤ 0.
When λ = +1 and ω0 (1 + K β cos α) < −umax then ω0−1 umax + 1 < −K β cos α and u = −umax . Therefore


VÛ = β cos α −ω0−1 umax − 1 < −K β2 cos2 α ≤ 0.
Similarly, for the other cases when u is in saturation, it can be verified that VÛ < −K β2 cos2 α ≤ 0.
Let S = { p̃ ∈ C | β = 0 or cos α = 0} be the set where VÛ = 0 and let E ⊂ S be the largest invariant set in S. When
β = 0, the vehicle is at the same position as the target, and since the vehicle has unit speed and the target is stationary, β
will immediately increase. Therefore β = 0 is not in E. Alternatively, when cos α ≡ 0 we have that βÛ ≡ − cos α ≡ 0,
implying that β is a constant and u(t) ≡ satumax {λω0 } = λω0 . Since
αÛ ≡ β−1 sin α − u ≡ β−1 sin α − λω0 ≡ 0
we have that β ≡ ω0−1 . Therefore all trajectories in E are orbits around the target with radius ω0−1 , and direction
of encirclement given by λ. By LaSalle’s invariance principle ([35], Theorem 4.4, Corollary 4.1), all trajectories
asymptotically converge to E.

Figure 3 shows asymptotic convergence of a vehicle to a 30 m radius circle around a stationary target, when K = 1.
The blue “+" shows the target, the pink “+" shows the initial position of the vehicle, the yellow “+" shows the final
position of the vehicle after 5000 s, and the dashed line shows the trajectory of the vehicle.
Note that the control signal (16) is only a function of the relative measurements α and β. Therefore no inertial or
even local vehicle frame information is needed to command the vehicle to encircle the target.

B. Encirclement of Constantly Accelerating Targets
In this section, we derive a controller to encircle targets moving with constant velocity or constant acceleration. We
first prove exponential stability of a controller, then show that the same controller retains its stability guarantee under
saturation.
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vehicle initial position
target position
vehicle final position
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Fig. 3

Vehicle encirclement of a stationary target with a desired radius of 30 m.

Theorem 2. Given the vehicle dynamics in Equation (1). Assume that the target moves with constant acceleration
q
(ax, ay )> (for constant velocity let (ax, ay )> = (0, 0)> ), where the velocity satisfies |v| = vx2 (t) + vy2 (t) < 1 ∀t. Then
the control law
u=

β−1 A2 + ax cos(α + θ) + ay sin(α + θ) − η
,
sin(α)

(16)

where

A = vy cos(α + θ) − vx sin(α + θ) + sin α




η = −K1 β − ω0−1 − K2 vx cos(α + θ) + vy sin(α + θ) − cos α

(17)
(18)

and gains K1 > 0 and K2 > 0, causes the vehicle to exponentially converge to encircle the target with radius ω0−1 .
Proof. Consider the error states z = [z1, z2 ]> where


 β − ω−1 

0 

z = 

 βÛ 








βk − ω0−1



.
= 

v cos(α + θ) + v sin(α + θ) − cos(α)
 x

y



(19)

Driving z to zero drives β to the desired radius ω0−1 and keeps the radius fixed, i.e. βÛ = 0. This is equivalent to saying
the vehicle is encircling the target.
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The derivatives of the error states with respect to time are
zÛ1 = βÛ = z2
Û + sin(α)αÛ
zÛ2 = − vx sin(α + θ)(αÛ + θ)
Û
+ vy cos(α + θ)(αÛ + θ)
+ ax cos(α + θ) + ay sin(α + θ).
Substituting Equation (10) for αÛ and θÛ = u, the error state dynamics become
 
 zÛ 
 1
zÛ =  
 zÛ 
 2
 




z2


,
= 

 β−1 A2 − sin(α)u+a cos(α+θ)+a sin(α+θ)


x
y



(20)

Substituting Equation (16) into Equation (20) yields


 

  0
1 
z2

 
 z.
=
zÛ = 

 
−K z − K z  −K −K 
 1
 1 1
2
2 2


 
| {z }
,H

Choosing K1 > 0 and K2 > 0 ensures H has eigenvalues with negative real part. The control Equation (16) is
well-defined on the domain D = {sin(α) , 0} and in this domain it will exponentially drive the error states to zero.
These are the conditions for a vehicle to encircle a constantly accelerating target at radius β = ω0−1 .
Note that the denominator of Equation (16) goes to zero when the vehicle is pointing directly towards or away
from the target (sin(α) = 0). This can occur when the vehicle is converging to the circle and would typically be seen if
the vehicle is far away and being directed to move directly towards the target. Close to these points the system is still
exponentially stable. However, this will induce undesirably large control values as α → 0 and a singular point if it is
exactly zero. In practice, bounding the control using saturation (Equation (2)) fixes this issue.
The next Theorem guarantees stability when the encirclement controller for constantly accelerating targets
(Equation 16) is saturated.
Theorem 3. Given the vehicle dynamics in Equation (1). Assume that the target moves with constant acceleration
q
(ax, ay )> (for constant velocity let (ax, ay )> = (0, 0)> ), where the velocity satisfies |v| = vx2 (t) + vy2 (t) < 1 ∀t. Then
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the control law
!
β−1 A2 + ax cos(α + θ) + ay sin(α + θ) − η
,
sin(α)

u = satumax

(21)

with A and η are defined by Equations (17) and (18) respectively, and choice of gains K1 > 0,
K2 >

ω0 (1 + |v|)2 + |a| + K1 (βmax − ω0−1 )
cos(αmax ) − |v|

> 0,

(22)

and constants βmax > ω0−1 , and
αmax ≤ arccos |v|,

(23)

with
umax ≥

ω0 (1 + |v|)2 + |a| + K1 (βmax − ω0−1 )
sin(αmax )

,

(24)

ensures the vehicle will asymptotically encircle the target with radius ω0−1 .
The proof of this theorem is provided in the Appendix.

vehicle trajectories
vehicle initial position
target position
vehicle final position

50

Y (m)

0

-50

-100
0

100

200

300

X (m)

Fig. 4 Encirclement of a constantly accelerating target with ax + iay = (−0.0001 + i0.0001) m/s2 and initial
velocity vx + ivy = (0.4 − i0.1) m/s.
Figure 4 shows the convergence of the vehicle (dashed line) to a loiter circle of radius 30 m around the constantly
accelerating target (blue line), with acceleration ax + iay = (−0.0001 + i0.0001) m/s2 . The pink “+" marks the initial
position of the vehicle and the yellow “+" shows the final position of the vehicle after 1000 s. The direction is decided
by the initial position and heading of the vehicle, which is counter-clockwise in this example.
An inability to specify the direction of convergence is problematic when trying to prevent collisions or create
formations. The following section proposes a controller which provides direction control when encircling an accelerating
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target.

C. Encirclement of Constantly Accelerating Targets with Direction Control
In this section, we present a controller where the direction of encirclement may be specified when orbiting an
accelerating target.
When a vehicle is encircling a target, the radius is fixed, i.e. βÛ = 0. Setting Equation (11) to zero and using the
trigonometric angle addition formulae, we get
tan(α) =

1 − vx cos(θ) − vy sin(θ)
.
vy cos(θ) − vx sin(θ)

(25)

Therefore, the desired relative angle αd , when the range-rate is zero, is given by








αd = atan2 λ(1 − vx cos(θ) − vy sin(θ)), λ(vy cos(θ) − vx sin(θ)) = atan2 λαy, λαx ,

(26)

where αx and αy are the X and Y components of the vector defining the desired angle αd on the circular trajectory.
The direction indicator λ defines if the desired orbit is a clockwise or counter-clockwise circle, with λ = −1 being
clockwise and λ = +1 being counter-clockwise. We do not cancel out λ from the arguments in atan2 in order to specify
the quadrant of the angle.
Consider the error state vector
  

e   β − ω−1 
 1 
0 
.
e =   = 

e   α − α 
 2 
d 
  


(27)

Its derivative with respect to time is
  
 

eÛ   βÛ  v cos(α + θ) + v sin(α + θ) − cos(α)
y

 1 
  x
=
,


eÛ =   = 
 

αy
ν
A
eÛ  αÛ − αÛ  

 2 


d
β − u αx2 +αy2 + αx2 +αy2
  
 


(28)

where ν = αx (ax cos(θ) + ay sin(θ)) + αy (ay cos(θ) − ax sin(θ)) are the acceleration terms, and A is defined in Equation
(17). We use these error dynamics to prove stability of our control law that steers vehicles to encircle an accelerating
target with a prescribed direction.
Theorem 4. Choosing the control law


αx2 + αy2 A (β − ω0−1 ) βÛ
ν
−1 2
u=
+
+ K1 (β − ω0 ) (α − αd ) + K2 (α − αd ) + ,
αy
β
α − αd
αy

(29)

forces global asymptotic convergence of a vehicle, following the dynamics in Equations (1), to encircle a target moving
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with constant acceleration with radius β = ω0−1 and direction determined by the sign of λ when the speed of the target is
always less than the speed of the vehicle.
Proof. Consider the Lyapunov function V = 1/2(e H e). Taking its time derivative along solutions of Equation (28) and
substituting in control Equation (29) yields
Û
VÛ = real(e H e)
= (β −

ω0−1 ) βÛ




αy
A
ν
+
(α − αd ) − u(α − αd ) 2
+
β αx2 + αy2
αx + αy2


(30)

= − K1 (β − ω0−1 )2 (α − αd )2 − K2 (α − αd )2 ≤ 0.
The set S = {VÛ = 0} occurs when α − αd = e2 ≡ 0. We define the largest invariant set as E ⊂ S and will show that
E = {(α = αd, β = ω0−1 )}, which are the conditions for a vehicle to encircle a moving target.
In Equation (26), αd was defined to be the bearing angle a vehicle must maintain to encircle a target at a set radius.
Therefore, α − αd ≡ 0 =⇒ eÛ2 ≡ 0 =⇒ βÛ ≡ 0. The equality βÛ ≡ 0 results because by definition of αd , βÛ = 0 when
α = αd . The conditions βÛ = 0 and α = αd gives us a 0/0 term in the controller (Equation (29)). Using L’Hopital’s rule,
this term becomes
lim

α→αd

and the controller simplifies to
u=

βÛ
= 1,
α − αd



αx2 + αy2 A
ν
+ (β − ω0−1 ) +
.
αy
β
αy

(31)

(32)

Substituting Equation (32) into eÛ2 ≡ 0 in Equation (28) yields β ≡ ω0−1 .
The set E = {(α = αd, β = ω0−1 )} is the largest invariant set and is equivalent to the error states (Equation (27))
both equalling zero. According to LaSalle’s invariance theorem ([35], Theorem 4.4, Corollary 4.1), the controller is
globally asymptotically stable in driving the error states to zero. This implies that β → ω0−1 and α → αd , which are the
conditions necessary to drive a vehicle to encircle a target moving with constant acceleration and speed less than one, at
a radius of ω0−1 .
The direction of encirclement is embedded in the choice of αd . Under this theorem, α will converge to αd and
choosing λ = ±1 will generate angles for opposite directions of encirclement.
Figure 5 shows convergence of the vehicle (dashed line) to a counter-clockwise loiter circle (λ = −1) of radius
ω0−1 = 30 around a constantly accelerating target (dark blue line). The pink “+" shows the initial position of the vehicle
and the yellow “+" shows the final position of the vehicle after 900 s. Without direction control, the vehicle would
converge to a clockwise circle due to its initial conditions.
We next use Monte Carlo simulations to show that the vehicles will converge to circular formations when the
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Fig. 5 Target encirclement in a counter-clockwise orbit of a target moving with initial velocity vx + ivy = (0.4 −
i0.1) m/s and acceleration ax +iay = (−0.001+i0.001) m/s. The final velocity of the target is vx +ivy = (−0.5+i0.8)
m/s. The vehicle started 60 m away from the target.
controller (Equation (29)) is saturated, i.e. under control
u = satumax

!


αx2 + αy2 A (β − ω0−1 ) βÛ
ν
−1 2
+
+ K1 (β − ω0 ) (α − αd ) + K2 (α − αd ) +
.
αy
β
α − αd
αy

(33)

Figure 6 shows that the vehicles converge to the encirclement trajectory in a reasonable amount of time. For five
different starting radii, [0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 5], given as ratios of ω0−1 , 100 vehicles where initialized with random α and θ
starting angles chosen uniformly from [−π, π]. The target trajectory was chosen, as in Figure 5, to be as aggressive as
possible without violating the constraint that its speed remain less than one. In all Monte Carlo simulations, the vehicle
converged to the circular formation, which we defined to be when |α − αd | < 2◦ and | β − ω0−1 | < 1 m. The smallest
convergence time occurred when the vehicles started at the desired radius, and the largest time was when they start at
five times the radius, which is at a distance of 150 m away from the target.

IV. Constant Velocity Targets
In this Section, we propose methods applicable to targets moving with a constant velocity. We first provide a
formation controller to temporally arrange the vehicles around the circle in the moving-target frame (Section IV.A). We
also discuss the error in maintaining this formation under varying inaccuracies in the estimated velocity of the target.
Then we provide an estimator to determine the vehicle’s states using measurements of range, bearing, and the vehicle’s
change in local heading angle (Section IV.B).
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Distribution of Convergence times when vehicles started at different ratios from the desired radius.

A. Time-Splay Formations with Constant Velocity Targets
In this section, we develop a formation control law which separates vehicles temporally in the moving-target frame,
i.e., at any instant, an observer in that frame would see vehicles pass at a constant rate. This formation promotes robust
tracking and enables fast re-arrangement under vehicle attrition or insertion.
We expand the work in [29, 36, 37] which assumed knowledge of the vehicle and target locations in an inertial frame.
As in the previous section, we assume the vehicles measure their relative range βk and bearing to the target αk , as well
as their own local heading angle θ k . Unlike stationary targets, in a moving-target scenario, the vehicles must turn at
different rates around different parts of the circle to maintain a constant distance from the target, i.e., θÛk , constant.
Despite moving at a constant velocity in an inertial frame, the tracking vehicle’s speed relative to the target will vary
(e.g. the relative speed is slower when their velocities are aligned and faster when they are in opposite directions). This
creates an unequal spatial separation of the vehicles around the encirclement path.
To maintain a symmetric formation amongst the encircling vehicles, we need to track the progress of the vehicle
around the circle in a reference frame common to all vehicles. We assume every vehicle knows or estimates the target’s
velocity and we use the target’s direction as the common axis from which each vehicle’s progress is measured.
The angle of the target’s velocity in the k th vehicle’s local frame is ψk = tan−1 (vyk /vxk ). Let γk = arg(eiθk − veiψk )
and sk = |eiθk − veiψk | be the heading and speed of the k th vehicle relative to the target’s moving frame, where v is the
speed of the target and | · | denotes the magnitude.
Without loss of generality, we align the target’s velocity with the x-axis in each vehicle’s local frame, giving all
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vehicles a common reference frame. Under this condition the geometric relationships between γ and θ are [29]
sin(θ k ) = sk sin(γk )
cos(θ k ) = sk cos(γk ) − v,

(34)

and tan(γk ) = sin(θ k )/(cos(θ k ) − v).
Differentiating the k th vehicle’s relative heading γk with respect to time yields
γÛ k =

1 − v cos(θ k )
uk .
sk2

(35)

From prior work, we know that a relative heading rate of γÛ = ω0 sk stabilizes a vehicle to encircle a target moving with a
constant velocity [36]. Converting the relative heading rate to the vehicle’s local frame, the control uk to encircle a
moving target becomes
uk =

ω0 sk3

.

(36)

dγk
,
sk

(37)

1 − v cos(θ k )

The time period T for completely orbiting the target is [36]

T=

1
ω0

∫

2π

0

and the time phase φk , or measure of how far the vehicle has progressed around the circle, is [36]
φk =

2π
ω0 T

∫
0

γk

dγk
.
sk

(38)

Taking the time derivative of Equation (38) and substituting in Equation (35) shows that the relationship between φÛk
and uk is

2π
φÛk = (ω0 sk )−1 γÛ k
T
2π (1 − v cos(θ k ))
=
uk .
T
ω0 sk2

(39)

To show stability to a time-splay formation, we must find a candidate Lyapunov function capable of showing that all
vehicles will be steered to encircle the target and they will move to the correct time-phase position within the encircling
orbit. As was done in [36], we augment a prior Lyapunov function with a smooth, rotationally symmetric phase potential
which satisfies [38]
N
Õ
∂U
= 0,
∂φ
k
k=1

(40)

where N is the total number of vehicles and U(φ + φ0 1) = U(φ) with 1 , [1, . . . , 1]T ∈ R N and φ = [φ1, . . . , φ N ]T .
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Consider the prior Lyapunov function Vk = 1/2(e H e) (with e defined by Equation (27)) for the k th vehicle. Let
Vs =

N
Õ

Vk +

k=1

T
U,
2π

(41)

whose time derivative is
VÛs =


N 
Õ
T ∂U Û
Û
Vk +
φk .
2π ∂φk
k=1

(42)

The derivative VÛk is defined by Equation (30) for a single vehicle.
Substituting Equation (30) and Equation (39) into Equation (42) yields

VÛs =

N 
Õ

(βk −

ω0−1 ) βÛk

k=1





αky
Ak
−1 ∂U (1 − v cos(θ k ))
+
(αk − αdk ) − uk (αk − αk d ) 2
+ (ω0 sk )
uk .
βk
∂φk
αk + αk2
sk2


x

(43)

y

In ([36], Corollary 2), it was shown that a rotationally symmetric potential will stabilize a symmetric formation
centered on a moving target when the inertial positions of the vehicles were known. In Theorem 5, we show that
this method may be expanded to stabilize formations using relative position information when using an unsaturated
controller.
Theorem 5. Let U(φ) be a smooth, rotationally symmetric potential that is a function of the vehicle’s time phase.
Choosing the control law



(αk − αk d ) Ak (βk − ω0−1 ) βÛk
−1 2
uk =
+
+ (βk − ω0 ) (αk − αk d ) + (αk − αk d ) + KΓk ,
Γk
βk
αk − αk d


(44)

where gain K > 0 and
Γk =



∂U
(1 − v cos(θ k )) (αk − αk d ) − (ω0 sk )−1 ∂φ
k
sk2

,

(45)

forces global asymptotic convergence of a vehicle, following the dynamics of Equations (1), to a circle of radius β = ω0−1
around a target moving with constant velocity whose speed is always less than the speed of the vehicle. The vehicles will
arrange themselves around the target in a locally symmetric time-phase formation that is a critical point of U(φ).
Proof. With a target aligned with the x-axis, αky = 1 − v cos(θ k ), αk x = v sin(θ k ) and sk =

p

v 2 − 2v cos(θ k ) + 1.

Equation (43) simplifies to
N 
Õ




Ak
uk (1 − v cos(θ k ))
1 ∂U
(αk − αdk ) −
(α
−
α
)
−
k
kd
βk
ω0 sk ∂φk
sk2
k=1




N
Õ
Ak
=
(βk − ω0−1 ) βÛk +
(αk − αk d ) − uk Γk .
βk
k=1

VÛs =

(βk − ω0−1 ) βÛk +
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(46)

Under the control in Equation (44), the time derivative of Vs along trajectories of Equation (1) becomes

VÛs = −

N 
Õ

(βk − ω0−1 )2 (αk − αk d )2 + (αk − αk d )2 + K

k=1




 2
1 ∂U
(1 − vcos(θ k ))
(α
−
α
)
−
≤ 0.
k
kd
ω0 sk ∂φk
sk2

(47)

which is negative semi-definite. The set S = {VÛs = 0} occurs when both αk = αk d and
!
(1 − vcos(θ k )) ∂U
= 0.
∂φk
ω0 sk3

(48)

Following the proof of Theorem 4, we know that αk ≡ αk d =⇒ βÛ ≡ 0 and the vehicle is driven to a constant radius
circle with βk ≡ ω0−1 . This is confirmed because the control (Equation (44)) under condition Equation (48) reduces to
Equation (36), the requirement to drive a vehicle to encircle a target moving with constant velocity. Given that sk > 0
and v < 1 Equation (48) requires that ∂U/∂φk ≡ 0 ∀k.
Under Equation (36), the derivative of the time phase (Equation (39)) is a constant, φÛk = 2π/T. Using Equation
(40), this implies
Û
U(φ)
=

N
N
Õ
∂U Û
2π Õ ∂U
φk =
=0
∂φk
T k=1 ∂φk
k=1

(49)

and U is constant.
Therefore, the set S = {VÛs = 0} is invariant only when E = {(αk = αk d , βk = ω0−1, ∂U/∂φk = 0)} ∀k. And
according to the LaSalle’s invariance theorem ([35], Theorem 4.4, Corollary 4.1), the controller is globally asymptotically
stable in driving the error states and ∂U/∂φk to zero. Implying that all the vehicles converge to a constant radius circle
around the moving target while arranging themselves in a symmetric formation which is a critical point of the phase
potential.
Figure 7 illustrates Theorem 5 with seven vehicles encircling a target in time-splay formation as it moves with
constant velocity vx + ivy = 0.4 m/s. This simulation used the rotationally symmetric potential, presented in [39], as
ÍM
U = m=1
KmUm , where


N
imφ H
imφ
Um (φ) =
real
(e
)
L
e
,
(50)
N
×N
2m2 dmax
1 ≤ M ≤ N is a divisor of N, (·) H is the Hermitian, the gains Km > 0 for m = 1, . . . , M − 1 and K M < −

Í M−1
m=1

Km < 0,

and dmax equals the maximum number of connections for the vehicle’s communication network. The Laplacian matrix
L N ×N of a ring topology was used to define the communication graph for the N vehicles.
Figure 7a depicts the vehicle’s tracks in the inertial frame over time t = [0, 3000] s, with the pink “+" signs
representing the initial positions, the yellow “+" representing the final positions, and dashed lines the trajectories over
time. Figure 7b illustrates the angle γk varying uniquely (but not linearly) in the range [−π, π]. We can see that in this
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figure the vehicles arrange themselves such that the phases are equi-spaced, i.e., the distance between the angles in the
horizontal axis is constant.
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(b) The local angle γk of the vehicle evolving from random positions to a time-splay formation.

(a) Inertial frame trajectories.

Fig. 7 Seven vehicles in a time-splay formation around a constant velocity target moving with velocity vx +ivy =
0.4 m/s for time t = [0, 1500] s.
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Fig. 8 Error in the time-phase at the end of one time-period around the circle vs the error in heading estimate
of the target, when the true speed and heading are 0.5 m/s and 0 rad respectively, but the estimated speed is
varied from 0.1 m/s to 0.8 m/s for heading errors from [−π, π] rad.

In a time-splay formation, the vehicles rely on the target’s velocity to establish a common local frame. Inaccuracies
in the estimated velocity will impact the vehicles’ ability to create these formations. In Figure 8, we quantify the
relationship between velocity estimation errors and the vehicles’ formation accuracy. Each point in the graph shows the
difference in time-phase values (Equation (38)), after one time-period around the circle, for a vehicle with a perfect
estimate of the target velocity from one with an erroneous velocity estimate. In this figure, the true target moves with
a heading 0◦ and speed 0.5 m/s and the estimated speed was chosen to vary from 0.1 − 0.8 m/s. Note that each step
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in estimated speed represents a significant jump (20%) from the true speed. For each estimated speed, the estimated
heading error was also varied from [−π, π] rad. The results show the nonlinear effect of angle and speed uncertainty.
The figure indicates that a 20% reduction or increase in the estimated speed with no heading error would result in a
∼ 35◦ error in the resulting time-phase value. Note that with an ideal estimator, the error will vary with zero mean
about the true value. The result being that the error caused by an overestimate of the velocity may be negated by a
later underestimate of the velocity. Therefore, the results shown in this figure illustrates a “worst case" estimate of the
time-phase errors.

B. Estimation for Constant Velocity Targets
Thus far we have assumed noise-free measurements of the target and perfect knowledge of its velocity and/or
acceleration. This is unrealistic for applications in real-world scenarios. In this section, we propose an Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF) framework to estimate the non-linear states of the system. We estimate the measured states, αk , βk , along
with their derivatives assuming noisy measurements of the relative bearing and range from the target. We also estimate
the local heading angle of each vehicle θ k assuming Gaussian noise in our measurements.
The EKF states are
 
α̂ 
 k
 
 
 β̂ 
 k
q̂k =   ,
αÛ̂ 
 k
 
 
 βÛ̂ 
 k
 
ˆ indicates an estimated value. The vehicle’s change of heading is the control command uk = θÛk and is assumed
where (·)
to be known.
The prediction equations for our states are
α̂k = α̂k− + αÛ̂ k− ∆t,
β̂k = β̂k− + βÛ̂k− ∆t,
αÛ̂ k = ( β̂k )−1 (v̂yk cos(αˆk + θ̂ k )
− v̂xk sin(αˆk + θ̂ k ) + sin(αˆk )) − uk ,
βÛ̂k = v̂xk cos(αˆk + θ̂ k )
+ v̂yk sin(αˆk + θ̂ k ) − cos(αˆk )
where (·)− denotes the variable at the previous time step. Estimated values of the target velocity, v̂x and v̂y are calculated
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from the geometry of the vehicle and the target as
v̂x = βÛ̂k cos(α̂k + θ̂ k ) − β̂k sin(α̂k + θ̂ k )(αÛ̂ k + θÛk ) + cos(θ̂ k )
v̂y = βÛ̂k sin(α̂k + θ̂ k ) + β̂k cos(α̂k + θ̂ k )(αÛ̂ k + θÛk ) + sin(θ̂ k ).
The EKF’s error covariance Pk updates as
Pk = Fqk Pk− Fq>k + Q,
where Q is the process noise matrix. And the Jacobian matrix Fqk for the k th vehicle with states q̂k is

Fqk


 1



 0

= 
 ∂αÛ̂ k
 ∂α̂k

 Û̂
 ∂β k
 ∂α̂k


0

∆t

1

0

∂αÛ̂ k
∂β̂k

1

∂βÛ̂k
∂β̂k

∂βÛ̂k
∂αÛ̂ k


0 


∆t 
,

∂αÛ̂ k 

Û̂
∂β k 


1 


where


∂ v̂yk
∂ v̂xk
∂ αÛ̂ k
1
=
sin(α̂k + θ̂ k ) +
cos(α̂k + θ̂ k ) + cos(α̂k ) ,
− v̂yk sin(α̂k + θ̂ k ) − v̂xk cos(α̂k + θ̂ k ) −
∂ α̂k
∂ α̂k
∂ α̂k
β̂k


∂ v̂yk
∂ v̂xk
1
∂ αÛ̂ k
=
−
sin(α̂k + θ̂ k ) +
sin(α̂k + θ̂ k ) − αÛ̂ k − uk ,
∂ β̂k
β̂k
∂ β̂k
∂ β̂k


∂ v̂yk
∂ v̂xk
1
∂ αÛ̂ k
=
sin(α̂k + θ̂ k ) +
cos(α̂k + θ̂ k ) ,
−
β̂k
∂ βÛ̂k
∂ βÛ̂k
∂ βÛ̂k


∂ v̂yk
∂ v̂xk
∂ βÛ̂k
= − v̂xk sin(α̂k + θ̂ k ) + v̂yk cos(α̂k + θ̂ k ) +
cos(α̂k + θ̂ k ) +
sin(α̂k + θ̂ k ) + sin(α̂k ) ,
∂ α̂k
∂ α̂k
∂ α̂k
∂ v̂yk
∂ v̂xk
∂ βÛ̂k
=
cos(α̂k + θ̂ k ) +
sin(α̂k + θ̂ k ),
∂ β̂k
∂ β̂k
∂ β̂k
and
∂ v̂yk
∂ v̂xk
∂ β̂k
=
cos(α̂k + θ̂ k ) +
sin(α̂k + θ̂ k ).
∂ αÛ̂ k
∂ αÛ̂ k
∂ αÛ̂ k
Only αk and βk are measured which implies the observation matrix is

1

H = 
0



0

0

1

0
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0
.

0


(51)

Using the estimated values, the controller for stationary targets in Equation (12) becomes


uk = satumax ω0 (1 − β̂k cos(α̂k )) .

(52)

For constantly accelerating targets, the controllers in Equation (21) and (33) become
uk = satumax





1
β̂k ( fk2 (q̂k ) + axk cos(α̂k + θ̂ k ) + ayk sin(α̂k + θ̂ k )) − K1 ( β̂k − ω0−1 ) − K2 ( βÛ̂k )
sin(α̂k )

(53)

!

α̂k2x + α̂k2y  Â
( β̂k − ω0−1 ) βÛ̂k
ν̂k
k
−1 2
+
+ K1 ( β̂k − ω0 ) (α̂k − α̂k d ) + K2 (α̂k − α̂k d ) +
,
α̂ky
α̂k − α̂k d
αky
β̂k

(54)

and

uk = satumax

where ν̂k = αk x (axk cos(θ̂ k ) + ayk sin(θ̂ k )) + αky (ayk cos(θ̂ k ) − axk sin(θ̂ k ). We do not estimate the acceleration terms ax
and ay in our EKF since the errors were shown to be too high for noise characteristic chosen. Incorporating acceleration
estimation will be addressed in future work.
For constant velocity targets the acceleration terms are set to zero and the controllers from Equations (53) and (54)
become
uk = satumax
and
uk = satumax

!
β̂k ( fk2 (q̂k )) − K1 ( β̂k − ω0−1 ) − K2 ( βÛ̂k )
sin(α̂k )

!
α̂k2x + α̂k2y  Â
(α̂k − ω0−1 ) βÛ̂k
k
−1 2
+
+ K1 ( β̂k − ω0 ) (α̂k − α̂k d ) + K2 (α̂k − α̂k d ) .
α̂ky
α̂k
α̂k − α̂k d

(55)

(56)

The time-splay controller (Equation (44)) becomes



Û̂
(α̂k − α̂k d ) Âk ( β̂k − ω0−1 ) βk
−1 2
+
uk =
+ ( β̂k − ω0 ) (α̂k − α̂k d ) + (α̂k − α̂k d ) + K Γ̂k ,
α̂k − α̂k d
Γ̂k
β̂k


(57)

The parameters from Equations (45), (17), (26), and (28), Γ̂k , Âk , α̂k d , and α̂k d , are evaluated at estimated values
α̂k , β̂k and θ̂ k . The controllers thus use estimated values of bearing α̂k and range β̂k to calculate the desired change in
heading uk of the k th vehicle at every time step. This estimated control is used to propagate the bearing estimate θ̂ k of
the vehicle at each time step using the Runge-Kutta fourth order method.
In Section V simulations are shown that use controllers from Equations (52), (55), (56), and (57) to show the
vehicles converge to circular trajectories using estimated values.
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V. Simulations and Results
In this section, the simulation parameters are described and results are presented for the encirclement of stationary
targets and those moving with a constant velocity using estimated parameters. For each simulation, the vehicle’s initial
positions were chosen randomly. We omit results for constantly accelerating targets since the EKF does not provide
estimates of the target’s acceleration.

A. EKF and Simulation Parameters
Cameras are a typical sensor for autonomous vehicles due to their low cost/weight and their ever-improving computer
vision techniques for detecting and tracking objects. We presume that the autonomous vehicles, using these control
algorithms, will measure the range and bearing to their targets at accuracy levels consistent with the use of a camera.
Using monocular vision, a steady-state depth estimate of a target can be obtained with a standard deviation of 3 m [13].
Thus, the standard error deviation for range measurements βk is defined to be 3 m. The error in bearing depends on both
the error in the detection of the target in the camera, and the errors in the attitude of the aircraft. Adding the standard
deviations from [13] in yaw and azimuth measurements of the target (being more conservative, so not taking the square
root), we assume π/120 rad standard deviation in error for bearing measurements αk . Simulated measurements using
these noise characteristics (despite their high levels) provide sufficient accuracy for the EKF and control algorithms to
drive vehicles to encirclement trajectories.
For the EKF, the error covariance matrix is initialized to P = 10 I4×4 , where I4×4 is the 4 × 4 identity matrix. The
covariance of the measurement noise is

( π )2
 120
R = 
 0




0 
.
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The process noise

 π ∆t 2
9 3


 0

Q = 
 π ∆t
9 2


 0



0

π ∆t
9 2

4∆t 2
3

0

0

π
9

4∆t
2

0


0 


4∆t 
2 
 q̃,

0 


4 


with q̃ = 5×10−6 was chosen to be proportional to the maximum change over a time step in βk and αk [40], which is
approximately βÛk < 2 m/s and αÛ k < 2(max{uk }) = π/9 rad/s. Sensor measurements occur every 0.5 s. Consistency
results for this choice of EKF parameters are shown in Section V.E.
The starting positions of the vehicles were chosen randomly from an area of 60×60m2 and the headings, relative
to a global frame, was chosen randomly in the range [−π, π] rad. The estimated values of bearing α̂k and range β̂k
were initialized in the range of [−π, π] rad and [−60, 60] m, respectively. We used the same initial conditions for all
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controllers so that we can easily compare the results. Simulations ran for 10000 s, with the control timestep ∆t = 0.01 s
for the stationary target. For the constant-velocity targets, convergence is faster and we ran the simulations for 1000 s
with the same timestep.
We define the desired angular speed of the vehicle as ω0 = 1/30 rad/s which gives an encircling radius of ω0−1 = 30
m. We also saturate the vehicle’s turn-rate to mimic a constrained bank angle on a UAV. In [41], the authors describe a
maximum bank angle of 69.1◦ for a fixed-wing vehicle. We use a more conservative approach and put a limit of 10◦ /s
on the turn rate or umax = π/18 rad in Equation (2). Under a coordinated turn this equates to a maximum bank angle of
45◦ .

B. Stationary Targets
Figure 9 shows a target encirclement simulation using the Lyapunov controller presented in Section III.A and revised
with estimated parameters in Equation (52). In this figure, the target location is shown as a blue “+" sign in the center
of the frame. The random starting positions of each vehicle are given by the three pink “+" signs and each vehicle
trajectory is shown by a colored dashed line. The yellow “+" signs show the final positions of the vehicles after 10000 s.
As can be seen, regardless of their starting positions, all vehicles converge to a circular formation with a desired radius
around the target.

Fig. 9

Trajectory of vehicle encircling a stationary target for simulation time t = [0,10000] s.

Figure 10a shows that αk , the angle of the target with respect to the vehicle, is constant for all vehicles at π/2 rad.
The vehicles converge to the 30 m radius circle, as seen in Figure 10b. The error in achieving the desired radius is < 3
m. The solid lines show the actual position of the vehicle, and the dashed lines show the estimated values from the EKF.
The black dashed lines show the 3 m bounds from the desired radius.
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Fig. 10 Comparison of the estimated and true range and bearing measurements to the target with respect to
the vehicles as a function of time for a stationary target.
C. Constant-Velocity Moving Targets
In the following simulations, the target moves at a constant velocity vx = 0.4 m/s and vy = −0.1 m/s in an inertial
frame. The gains for the estimated moving controller in Equation (55) are set to K1 = 0.01 and K2 = 0.05.
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Fig. 11 Trajectory of vehicles encircling a target moving with constant velocity vx + ivy = (0.4−i0.1)m/s for
simulation time t = [1,1000] s.
Figure 11a shows the encirclement of moving targets using the estimated moving controller. The blue line shows the
true target position, with the dashed lines being the trajectories of the vehicles in an inertial frame while encircling the
target. Figure 11b also shows the vehicle’s trajectories in a moving body frame centered at the target’s location. The
random starting positions of each vehicle are given by the three pink “+" signs and the yellow “+" signs show the final
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positions of the vehicles after 1000 s.
Figure 12 shows the estimated and true bearing and range values over the duration of the simulation. We can see
from Figure 12a that the bearing from the target for each vehicle oscillates around ±π/2 rad. The oscillations in the
bearing are necessary for the vehicle to compensate for the target motion (Equation (10)) and maintain a constant radius.
Figure 12b illustrates that the distance of the target from the vehicle converges to the desired radius ω0−1 = 30 m.
Also shown in this figure is the difference between the estimated range (dashed colored lines) and true range (solid
colored lines). The vehicle converges to an encirclement trajectory around the target while staying within 3 m of the
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Fig. 12 Bearing αk and range βk to the target with respect to the vehicle as a function of time for a moving
target with velocity vx + ivy = (0.4−i0.1) m/s.
Figure 13 shows results for the controller in Equation (56). We see that the vehicles start at random positions and
headings, but always converge to a given direction. The direction is counter-clockwise for λ = 1. The gains are set to
K1 = 0.1 and K2 = 40. These correspond to the scale of the error in αk and βk . The random starting positions of each
vehicle are given by the three pink “+" signs and the yellow “+" signs show the final positions of the vehicles after 1000
s.
Figure 14a shows that the bearing oscillates around −π/2 rad, and the distance from the target converges to 30 m
(Figure 14b). The gains K1 and K2 control how quickly vehicles converge to the circle.
D. Time Splay Formations
Figure 15 illustrates a time-splay configuration using estimated values (Equation (57)). In this simulation seven
vehicles encircle a target moving with velocity vx + ivy = 0.4 m/s. As was done in Section IV.A, the rotationally
symmetric potential was defined by Equation (50) and a ring communication topology was used. Both the inertial
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Fig. 13 Constant velocity target encirclement with direction control and target velocity of vx + ivy = (0.4 − i0.1)
m/s for simulation time t = [1, 1000] s.
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Fig. 14 Bearing and range from target for a constant velocity target encirclement with direction control and
velocity vx + ivy = (0.4 − i0.1) m/s.
trajectories (Figure 15a) and the vehicle’s relative headings γ (Figure 15b) show that the vehicles are both encircling the
target and achieving near-temporal spacing. The random starting positions of each vehicle are given by the three pink
“+" signs and the yellow “+" signs show the final positions of the vehicles after 3000 s.
Over this simulation, the mean and standard deviation of the time-phase error were ∼0.4 rad and ∼1.7 rad respectively.
Since these are circular formations, an offset (non-zero mean) is not concerning, as all the vehicles are shifted accordingly.
The high standard deviation means that at any instant in time the 2-σ bounds cover most of the circle. Even though this
is the case, by using the estimates over time and many rotations, the vehicles space themselves around the circle close to
a time-splay state as can be seen from Figure 15b.
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Fig. 15 Seven vehicles in a time-splay formation around a constant velocity target moving with velocity vx +ivy =
0.4 m/s for time t = [0, 3000] s.
E. EKF Consistency Tests
We validated the consistency of the filter using Monte Carlo (MC) simulations to show that the error between the
true range and bearing (βk and αk ) lie within 2−σ bounds of the estimated values 95% of the time. The MC runs used
the EKF covariance matrices described in Section V.A and simulated Gaussian noise in the measurements. For this
simulation, the directional controller in Equation (29) is used. Using 100 Monte Carlo simulations for 1000 s each
and a constant-velocity target, we found that the range βk lies within the bounds 97.85% of the time and the bearing
αk lies within the bounds 97.33% of the time. This shows that the filter is consistent (and a little conservative with
it’s estimates), since more than 95% values lie within the 2−σ bounds when estimating the range and bearing while
tracking the target. We depict this for a single simulation in Figure 16.
For the 100 Monte Carlo simulations, we also calculate the error between the estimated and true values of bearing
and range. The error in bearing has a mean of 0 rad and standard deviation of π/120 rad. The range has a mean error of
0 m and a standard deviation of 0.25 m.
Figure 17 shows the velocity estimates corresponding to the controller from Equation (55) for the duration of the
simulation. From this, we can see that the estimates are noisy, but the controller still handles them well and converges to
the loiter circle.

VI. Conclusions
This work shows that we can design controllers for encirclement of stationary and constantly accelerating targets
using relative measurements (e.g. range and bearing to the target) and the vehicle’s local heading. Using Lyapunov
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(a) Target bearing αk .

(b) Target range βk .

Fig. 16 Consistency test for bearing and range for a random vehicle. The red solid lines show the true values
and the shaded regions shows the 2−σ covariance bounds. The estimated values are shown with blue solid lines.
The inlays show a zoomed in time boundary of about 10 seconds and 150 seconds respectively, to enable seeing
the real values (red) enclosed by the bounds (blue).
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Fig. 17 Estimated velocities of a target moving in an inertial frame for a constant velocity target. The red lines
show the estimated values and the dashed blue lines are the true values.
theory, the control laws were proven to steer vehicles to encircle a target, under saturation of the vehicle’s turning rate.
Additionally, control laws were derived that specified the direction of encirclement. And a cooperative formation control
was created that spaced vehicles temporally using the target’s constant-velocity direction as a common reference frame
for the vehicles.
An EKF framework is provided to estimate the range and bearing to the target as well as the target’s velocity.
Estimated values were used in the control laws to steer vehicles to encircle stationary and constant-velocity moving
targets. Simulation results validated the control design and showed its capability to work with noise levels commensurate
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to typical sensors available on autonomous vehicles. Altogether, the control laws and estimator provide a method for
vehicles to encircle a target under the realistic constraints of (a) having limited control authority, (b) receiving noisy
sensor measurements, and (c) an inability to obtain global positioning information.

Appendix
In this Appendix we show that the encirclement controller for constantly accelerating targets (Equation 16) remains
stable under saturation. As a step to proving this, we first examine the behavior of the controller’s individual components.
• The second term of η (Eqation (18)) is βÛ = (vx cos(α + θ) + vy sin(α + θ) − cos α). This measures the change

along the UAV-target line of sight (los) vector and is at a minimum when min βÛ = −|v| − 1 (the UAV and target

are travelling toward each other) and a maximum when max βÛ = |v| + 1 (the UAV and target are travelling in
opposite directions).
• The second term of η, (β − ω0−1 ), is the error between the desired encircling radius and the current radius. This
term is positive if the UAV is outside the radius ω0−1 and maximized as β → ∞.
• The term β−1 A2 is always positive where A = βÛ⊥ = vy cos(α + θ) − vx sin(α + θ) + sin α is the derivative of β
along the direction perpendicular to the UAV-target los vector. When the UAV is heading directly towards that
target A = 0. If the UAV turns away from the target A increases until it reaches a maximum of βÛ⊥ = (1 + |v|)
which occurs when the UAV and target are travelling in perpendicular directions with α = 90◦ and βÛ = 0. From
Equation (6) we see that β−1 A is the change in α due to the movement of the target (i.e. αÛ when u = 0). Outside
the desired radius, β > ω0−1 this term reaches a maximum at max(β−1 A2 ) = ω0 (1 + |v|)2 .
• The target’s accelaration along the UAV-target los vector is ax cos(α + θ) + ay sin(α + θ). This is maximized when
the acceleration lines up with the los vector, i.e. max(ax cos(α + θ) + ay sin(α + θ)) = |a| where |a| equals the
magnitude of the acceleration.
We next prove Theorem 3 by showing that stability is achieved when control Equation (16) is bounded. We utilize
knowledge about these components to provide a bound on the convergence of the UAV under the saturated control law
(Equation (21)).
Proof. Consider the region S = {β ∈ [ω0−1, βmax ], |α| > αmax, βÛ ≤ 0}. Insides S, the largest control value is

|u| ≤

ω0 (1 + |v|)2 + |a| + K1 (βmax − ω0−1 )
sin(αmax )

≤ umax .

(58)

Equation (24) ensures that the controller in this region will be unsaturated and, by Theorem (2), the UAV will converge
to a circular formation.
UAVs staring outside S will be steered into it. We will show this by first looking at the controller’s behavior when a
UAV is outside of this region with β > ω0−1 .
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When β  ω0−1 the term K1 (β − ω0−1 ) will dominate u causing the numerator to be positive. And the sign of α will
determines the sign of u. An α < 0 results in u < 0 and causes the UAV to turn counter clockwise towards target-UAV
los vector. An α > 0 results in control u > 0 and causes the UAV to turn clockwise, still towards the los vector. (If
the numerator were instead negative, then the pattern would be reversed and the UAV would rotate away from the los
vector.) With the UAV turning towards the los vector βÛ < 0 and β → βmax .
At or before βmax the controller’s numerator will be negative for any |α| < αmax , causing it to turn away from the
los vector and towards the region |α| > αmax . To verify this, we show that at βmax the numerator will by negative by
substituting the maximum value for the terms that may be positive, yielding
Û
ω0 (1 + |v|)2 + |a| + K1 (βmax − ω0−1 ) +K2 β.
|
{z
}

(59)

ζ >0

Û as can be seen by substituting Equation (22) for K2 and the least negative value for
When α < αmax , then ζ < K2 | β|,
βÛ = |v| − cos αmax < 0. Note that requiring αmax ≤ arccos(|v|) (Equation (23)) ensures that βÛ < 0 at α ≤ αmax for
Û max ) = |v| − cos(αmax ).
any heading θ since maxθ β(α
Therefore, within the region β ∈ [ω0−1, βmax ] and |α| < αmax the UAV turns away from the los vector, steering it
towards |α| > αmax until it is in the region S. The term βÛ becomes less negative, but will not turn positive as this would
once again make the numerator positive and cause the vehicle to turn back towards the los vector. Therefore, a UAV
starting outside the encircling radius will be steered to the unsaturated region S.
If the UAV is inside the radius ω0−1 then the controller also steers it into S. We show this by analyzing the four ways
that the controller may be saturated and seeing that in each case the saturation will drive the UAV to S.
First, if the term K1 (β − ω0−1 ) < 0 is saturating the control, then the numerator is negative and the UAV is turned
away from the los vector causing βÛ > 0 and β → ω0−1 .
Second, if the UAV is saturated due to the term K2 βÛ < 0 then the numerator is still negative and the UAV will
likewise move towards β → ω0−1 . If K2 βÛ > 0 creates the saturation, then the UAV, which is already moving towards
β → ω0−1 , will be steered towards the negative los vector causing faster convergence to β → ω0−1 .
Third, if the saturation is caused by α being small, such that 1/| sin(α)| > umax with the vehicle pointed towards the
target then the numerator will be negative (since A ≈ 0, K1 (β − ω0−1 ) < 0, K2 βÛ < 0, and K1 (β − ω0−1 ) + K2 βÛ  |a|).
The UAV will be steered away from the los vector until the 1/| sin(α)| is no longer causing the controller to be saturated.
If the UAV is pointed along the negative los vector, then the UAV could turn either toward or away from the negative
los direction depending on if K2 βÛ > K1 |(β − ω0−1 )|. If K2 βÛ is the dominate term, then the numerator will be positive
and the UAV will turn away from the negative los direction causing the UAV to orient its heading more towards an
encircling trajectory. If the UAV is far from ω0−1 and K1 (β − ω0−1 ) dominates then the numerator will be negative. This
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will cause the UAV to turn towards the negative los direction reducing the distance to the encircling radius. In both
cases, the UAV is steered towards the unsaturated region. The convergence to S will be quicker for β or βÛ depending on
if (β − ω0−1 ) or βÛ is the dominant term.
Finally, if the term β−1 A2 > umax causes the control to saturate, then the numerator is positive and the UAV, which
has a significant βÛ⊥ component, will turn partially towards the target. It cannot, however, turn completely to the los
directions because doing so causes A → 0. Note that the amount of control required to encircle a target increases with
decreased encircling radius. Therefore, a UAV close to the target (which is the case if β−1 is saturating the controller)
cannot turn sharply enough to maintain a circular formation without large control authority. The minimum formation
radius achievable given a defined umax and instantaneous target velocity magnitude of |v| occurs when sin(α) = 1,
β = ω0−1 , and βÛ = 0. This results in a feasible encircling radius of β > (1 + |v|)2 /umax ≥ A2 /umax . If the UAV can’t
turn sharply enough to encircle the target, then it is, by necessity, spiraling outward, thus increasing β and reducing the
magnitude of β−1 A2 . It will continue this trajectory until it reaches an unsaturated region.
When β < ω0−1 the UAV will always be controlled towards an unsaturated region. At or before the time it reaches S
the controller will be unsaturated and by Theorem 2 convergence to the circular formation is guaranteed.
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